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ABSTRACT
The Simulated Life Analysis of Vehicle Elements (SLAVE) Model
described in this report was designed to perform statistical simulation
studies for any constant loss rate. The outputs of the model consist of
the total number of stages required, stages successfully completing
their lifetime, and average stage flight life.
This report contains a complete description of the SLAVE Model.
Users' instructions and interpretation of input and output data are
presented such that a user with little or no prior programming knowledge
can successfully implement the program.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
This report contains a complete description of the Simulated
Life Analysis of Vehicle Elements (SLAVE) computer model. The
SLAVE Model is written in Fortran and was developed to provide data
for the Shuttle booster concept selection. A detailed report of previous
SLAVE Model usage is contained in Reference 1.
The primary use of the SLAVE Model is anticipated to be
related to the Shuttle program, therefore the technical terms used in
this report are associated with that program. The SLAVE Model de-
scribed in this report may be used to obtain statistics for any piece of
equipment that has a constant probability of loss. It should be noted
that the equipment need not be restricted to the Shuttle program.
The SLAVE Model performs statistical simulation studies that
require as input the following parameters:
* Random number generator seed
* Constant percentage loss rate
* Maximum stage lifetime.
The SLAVE Model generates the following output information:
* Total number of stages required
* Number of stages successfully completing their lifetime
* Number of stages failing to complete their lifetime
* Average flight life of all stages.
The above parameters are output as average values. The
parameters also appear in histograms as data points which represent
each program simulated. These histograms can be used to determine
the range over which the output parameters may vary.
SECTION II. GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The guidelines and assumptions that were necessary to develop
and utilize the SLAVE Model are as follows:
* The probability of loss for each flight is independent of
previous flights
* One stage is used until it is lost or has completed its
designed lifetime
* A new stage is immediately available when needed.
® The probability of losing a stage on any individual flight is
a constant
* Each new stage performs at least one flight
* The mean (average) values referred to in this report are
calculated by use of:
N




N = number of simulations to be performed
X i = parameter obtained from a single simulation of one
program life
X = mean (average) value
o The two sigma (C) value is the number of stages necessary to
accomplish approximately 97 percent of the flight program.
Program modifications and additional guidelines and assumptions are
required when the SLAVE Model is used for distributions that do not
have a constant probability of loss. However, the required changes
are not included in the context of this report.
The statistical equations and tests used in this report were
obtained from Reference 2.
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SECTION III. INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS
A. General Input Information
The SLAVE Model is written for use on a UNIVAC 1108 Digital
Computer and requires the standard control cards for that machine.
Explanations in this section will be given only for the input parameters
and control cards necessary to run a case study. For a detailed
explanation of the SLAVE Model see Section VI (Program Definition).
The SLAVE Model requires one data card with five parameter
values for each case study. The model is designed to run multiple
case studies with one submittal of the job to the UNIVAC 1108 by
stacking data cards. The last data card on the stack is a stop control
and should contain -999 ending in column 10.
Detailed descriptions of the input parameters required for the
SLAVE Model are given below and a brief summary of the input
requirements is contained in Table I.
* Parameter No. 1--Random Number Generator Seed
This input parameter is used to start the Pseudo Random
Number Generator (URAND). This subroutine generates a
uniformly distributed sequence of random numbers in the
range of 0.0 to 1.0. The random numbers are used to
determine when a stage is lost by comparing a random number
with the input parameter that designates the loss rate. The
sequence of random numbers generated will always be the
same for a particular seed. Therefore, a comparison of
different input parameters for identical conditions can be
made by using the same seed for each case study in the set.
The parameter is located on the data card in columns 1
through 10, with the number required to end in column 10.
The number used must be an odd integer not evenly divisible
by 5 in the range of 1 to 3435973833, and must not contain a
decimal point.
* Parameter No. 2--Constant Percentage Loss Rate
This input parameter designates the stage loss rate to be
used throughout the case study. The value used on the data
card is to be the exact percentage value desired (not the
corresponding decimal equivalent). This input parameter is
3
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used to determine when a stage is lost by comparing it with a
random number. The parameter is located on the data card
in columns 11 through 20, with the number ending in column 20.
The range can be from 0 to 100 percent with a maximum of 9
significant digits. This parameter should contain a decimal
point.
* Parameter No. 3--Maximum Stage Lifetime
This input parameter is used to define the maximum number
of flights a stage can make. When a stage has successfully
completed the number of flights specified by this input param-
eter, it is designated as worn out, and a new stage is entered
into the system. The number used for a finite maximum
flight lifetime must be an integer in the range from one to the
value of the fifth parameter on the data card. An infinite
flight lifetime can be specified by any integer greater than the
fifth parameter on the data card. The maximum stage life-
time parameter is located on the data card in columns 21
through 30, with the number ending in column 30. This
parameter must not contain a decimal point.
* Parameter No. 4--Number of Simulations to be Performed
This input parameter is used to establish the number of
complete programs to simulate. This parameter should be
sufficiently large, usually 100 or greater, to ensure valid
statistical output. Each 100 simulations requires approxi-
mately 3. 6 sec of UNIVAC 1108 Central Processing Unit (CPU)
time. This parameter is located on the data card in col-
umns 31 through 40, with the number ending in column 40.
This number should be an integer in the range of 1 to
3435973833; however, because of the time required, care
should be used in determining the actual size of this param-
eter. This parameter must not contain a decimal point.
* Parameter No. 5--Number of Missions in One Complete Program
This number should be an integer in the range of 1 to 3435973833.
The parameter is located on the data card in columns 41 through
50, with the number ending in column 50. This parameter
must not contain a decimal point.
B. Program Deck Instructions
The complete UNIVAC 1108 program deck required to run case
studies with the SLAVE Model is described in this section. All cards
should be punched exactly as shown, except where otherwise stated.
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single case study that has a 20. 0 percent loss rate, a program life of
445 flights, and a maximum vehicle element lifetime of 20 flights. The
required substitutions and a brief explanation of each card shown in
Figure 1 are as follows:
* @RUN, //P JOBNAM, JOBNUM, NAMExxBINxxx, T, PAGE
This card is an executive control card that tells the computer
to schedule your run for initiation, and provide necessary
accounting information. The following substitutions to the
run card must be made:
-- JOBNAM: A six character name to be assigned to this job
-- JOBNUM: Your UNIVAC 1108 account number
-- NAMExxBINxxx: Your name in six characters and the bin
number you want your output returned to in three numerals
-- T: The CPU time you expect your job to require in minutes.
This value can be determined by multiplying the number of
case studies by 4 sec per 100 simulations and converting to
minutes. The number used should be the smallest integer
value greater than the above calculation. This number is
usually one, two, or three
-- PAGE: The maximum number of output pages your job is
allowed to have. This number is usually Z00.
* @ASG, T TAPE, T, REELNO
This card is an executive control card that tells the computer
which tape is required for this job. The following substitution
to the ASG card must be made:
-- REELNO: The current SLAVE tape number. This number
may be obtained by contacting Daryl D. Paul, Jr. at
Teledyne Brown Engineering Company, telephone 532-1202.
* @REWIND TAPE.
This card is an executive control card that winds the specified
tape to the proper starting point. This is done in preparation
to copying the SLAVE Model from the tape to the computer.
* @COPIN TAPE.
This card is an executive control card that copies the SLAVE
Model from the specified tape to the computer.
* @XQT SLAVEC
This card is an executive control card that tells the computer
to begin execution of the SLAVE Model.
* 11221 20.0 20 100 445
This card is a data card that contains the five parameters
designated for this case study. If multiple case studies are
desired there will be one data card of this type for each case
study, located at this point in the deck.
7
· - 999
This card is a stop control used by the SLAVE Model to
terminate this job submittal.
* @FIN
@FIN
These two cards are executive control cards that signify the
end of this control deck.
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SECTION IV. OUTPUT DATA INTERPRETATION
An explanation of the output data obtained from a typical case
study that utilizes the SLAVE Model is contained in this section. The
results of each case study are presented by two basic output formats.
The first output format contains the study conditions and the average
value of five parameters. The second output format appears four times
per case study. This format contains a histogram and information
associated with the histogram.
The example output presented in this section is the result of the
input deck shown in Figure 1. The first output format is presented in
Figure 2 and is interpreted as follows:
* RANDOM NUMBER SEED 11221
When several case studies are to be compared this number
should be the same for each case study. This ensures that
the parameters being tested are operating under identical
conditions.
* NUMBER OF FLIGHTS IN 1 COMPLETE PROGRAM 445
The number of flights defined for the NASA Shuttle Traffic
Model. This model is currently defined as 445 flights.
* NUMBER OF COMPLETE PROGRAMS SIMULATED 100
This example problem makes 100 simulations of a 445 flight
program.
* MAXIMUM STAGE LIFETIME 20
Defines the maximum number of flights one stage may make
before being discarded as worn-out. If this number is greater
than the number of flights in one complete program, the
maximum stage lifetime is infinite for that program. This
program allows a stage to fly a maximum of 20 times.
* LOSS RATE (PERCENT) 20. 000
The probability of losing a stage on each flight--the prob-
ability of losing a stage in this case study is 20 percent per
flight.
* AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAGES REQUIRED 90. 14000
The average number of stages required to complete the
445 flight program. This value is the average obtained from
100 individual simulations of the 445 flight program.
9
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FIGURE 2. CASE STUDY CONDITIONS AND AVERAGE DATA
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* AVERAGE STAGE LIFE 4. 98430
The average number of flights each stage performed. This
value is obtained by determining the average flight life for
each program and then averaging over the number of simulations
performed.
· AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAGES WHICH WEAR OUT 1. 08000
The number of stages that wear out and are discarded is
determined for each program. The average is then cal-
caluated from these values.
* AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAGES WHICH ARE LOST 88. 31000
The number of stages that are lost is determined for each
program. The average is then calculated from these values.
* AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAGES WHICH ARE STILL
OPERATIONAL AT THE END OF THE FLIGHT
PROGRAM .75000
This value is the percent probability of having an operational
vehicle left at the end of the program.
For the conditions of this case study there is a 75 percent chance that
a stage will be operational at the end of the flight program. This will
allow a 446th flight if desired.
The histogram output formats presented in this section are the
result of the input deck shown in Figure 1. These output formats appear
after the format that specifies the study conditions and parameter
averages. Four histograms are generated for each case study defined
by the input deck. The titles of the histograms and their corresponding
average parameter titles are shown in Table II. The histogram outputs
for the example deck are shown in Figures 3 through 5.
The histograms contain the full range of data points generated
during the 100 simulations specified by the input deck. Each histogram
defines the number of data points it contains, the width of each cell and
the number of points above or below the histogram's range. The histo-
gram is output in three columns. The UPPER CELL LIMIT column defines
the maximum value that can be contained in the cell. The CELL FREQ
column contains the number of data points that are in each cell. The
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY column is the percentage of data points
that fall equal to or below the cell.
The histogram of the total number of stages required per 445
flight program is presented in Figure 3 and is interpreted as follows:
* NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN HISTOGRAM 100
Each data point in the histogram represents the total number
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FIGURE 3. HISTOGRAM OF TOTAL STAGES REQUIRED
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HISTOGRAM OF AVERAGE STAGE LIFE
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN HISTOGRAM 100
CELL WIDTH .500
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS EQUAL TO OR BELOW
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results for 100 of these 445 flight programs are contained in
this histogram.
* CELL WIDTH = 1.000
The width of each cell in this histogram is one unit.
* NUMBER OF DATA POINTS EQUAL TO OR BELOW 67. 000 = 0
The minimum number of stages required to complete one
445 flight program is 68. The percent probability of 68 stages
completing the entire 445 flight program can be determined by
referring to the cumulative probability column of the histo-
gram corresponding to an upper cell limit of 68. 000. It can
be seen that the probability of completing the entire program
with 68 stages is 1 percent.
* NUMBER OF DATA POINTS EQUAL TO OR ABOVE 114. 000 = 0
The maximum number of stages required to complete one
445 flight program is 113. 000. The results of the simulation
under the present set of specified conditions indicate that there
is a 100 percent probability of completing the entire 445 flight
program with 113 stages. However, care must be used when
making unequivocal statements of this type. It is recommended
when stating maximums that a positive 2(r limit (-97 percent)
be used in lieu of a 100 percent quote. The closest probability
that is larger than or equal to the positive 2(r limit in the
example histogram is 97 percent. Therefore, 106 stages
are required to have a 20r probability of completing the entire
program.
The interpretation of the remaining three histograms generated
by the SLAVE Model can be made in a manner similar to the detailed
explanation presented above.
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SECTION V. EXAMPLE PROBLEM
This section presents a hypothetical set of parametric case
studies for which the statistics generated by the SLAVE Model are
desired. The user needs to study information on a 580 flight program,
and desires to know how many stages will be required to successfully
complete the program. The analyst estimates that the probability of
losing a stage could be 5, 10, or 20 percent. He also knows that the
stage designers are considering a maximum flight life of 20 or 30
flights per stage.
In order to obtain statistically valid results the user decides
100 simulations are sufficient. In order to compare the results all the
case studies should operate under the same conditions, therefore, the
random number seed is identical for all the desired case studies. The
listing of the required input deck appears in Figure 6. The results of
this input deck are presented in Appendix A. A detailed report utilizing
results from the SLAVE Model is presented in Reference 1.
17
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SECTION VI. PROGRAM DEFINITION
A. Program Description
The SLAVE Model requires approximately 20, 000 words of
UNIVAC 1108 core space. The program consists of a mainline and four
subroutines. The read and write unit designators are designed to be
easily adaptable to computers other than the UNIVAC 1108. The program
has 8 subscripted variables with a total array size of 10, 040 words.
The program places data in 4 histograms of which 3 have 1000 cells
of width 1. The fourth histogram has 2000 cells of width 0. 5. The
program operates by placing a stage in the system and using it until
it is lost or has reached its maximum flight life. Variables are used
to accumulate the data of each flight. When one complete flight program
is finished the appropriate values are entered into histograms. This
process is repeated for each simulation until all simulations requested
are completed. The cumulative probability of obtaining each data point
in all histograms is calculated. Mathematical manipulations are then
performed to make the data suitable for printout and the output sub-
routines are initiated. At the completion of the output, a check is made
to determine if another case study is desired; if so, the entire process
is repeated. The narrative flow chart of the mainline is presented in
Appendix B and a complete program listing is contained in Appendix C.
B. Individual Subroutine Descriptions
1. HISTO. This subroutine is used to compile a histogram of
the data produced by the main program. Inputs to the subroutine consist
of the upper and lower limit of the histogram, the cell width, and an
initial entry indicator. The output of the subroutine is a histogram that
contains the frequency of occurrence in each cell. The subroutine also
outputs the total number of data points contained in the histogram. A
narrative flow chart of subroutine HISTO is presented in Appendix B
and a complete program listing in Appendix C.
2. CUMPF. This subroutine is used to calculate the cumulative
probability function for the data generated by the histogram subroutine.
The inputs to this subroutine are the number of data points in the histo-
gram, the number of cells, and the frequency in each cell. The output
is the cumulative probability of obtaining a value between the lower limit
of the histogram and the upper limit of each cell. A narrative flow chart
of subroutine CUMPF is presented in Appendix B and a complete program
listing in Appendix C.
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3. WHIST. This subroutine is used to write the information
generated by the histogram and cumulative probability subroutines.
This subroutine writes the number of data points in the histogram, the
cell width, the number of data points below the lower limit of the histo-
gram, and the number of data points above the upper limit of the histo-
gram in sentence form. The upper cell limit, cell frequency, and
cumulative probability are written in tabular form. The printed histo-
gram consists only of the cells between the lowest and highest occupied
cell. A narrative flow chart of subroutine WHIST is presented in
Appendix B and a complete program listing in Appendix C.
4. URAND. This subroutine generates a uniformly distributed
sequence of pseudo random numbers in the range of zero to one. The
narrative flow chart is presented in Appendix B and a complete program
listing in Appendix C.
20
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APPENDIX A. EXAMPLE PROBLEM RESULTS
RANOOM NUMBER SLED
NUMBtE Uo FLIGHTS IN I COMPLETE PROGRAM
NUMME£ UF COMPLETE PROGRAMS SIHMLATED
MAXIMUM SIAGE LIFETIME
LUSS NAlE (PERCLNT)
AVENAbE NUMBER OF STAGES RFQUIRtD
AVENAGE SIAGE LIFE
AVENAbE NUMMER OF STAGES WHICH WEAR OUT
AVtREAGE NUMBER *'F STAGFS WHICH ARE LOST
AVtnAbE NUM8ER OF STAGES WHICH ARE STILL
OPERATIONAL AT THE END OF THE FLIGHT PROGRAM
HISTOGRAM OF TOTAL NUMPER OF STAGES REQUIRED PFR
NUMtLE UF DATA POINTS IN HISTOGRAM l00
CELL WITH n 1.000
NUMMER OF DATA POINTS EQUAL TO OR BELOW 36.00=
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RANDOM NUMBER SEED
NUMBEW UF FLIGHTS IN I COMPLETE PROGRAM
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RANVOM NUMBER SEED 11271
NUMtt.R OF FLIGHTS IN I COMPLETE PROGRAM 580
NUMBER UF COMPLETE PROGRAMS SIMULATEO lob
MAXIMUM 51IAGE LIFETIME 30
LOSS RATE (PERCENT)I 0d000
AVERAGE NUMBER Of STAGES REQUIRED 61.19000
AVERAGE STAGE LIFE 9,60096
AVERAGE NOMBER OF STAGES WHICH WEAR OUT 2.31000
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STAGES WHICH ARE LOST 58S060nO
AVERAGE NUM8ER OF STAGES WHICH ARE STILL
OPERATIONAL AT THE END OF THE FLIGHT PROGRAM .8200U
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NUMBER OF DATA POINTS EQUAL TO OR RELOVI 89
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HISTOGNAM OF *ORN OUT
NUMMEN UF DATA POINTS
CELL WtlUTH 1*000
NUMMER UF DATA POINTS
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CHECK TO SEE IF
DIMENSION FOR THE
INTERNAL VARIABLE
'ADD' IS LARGE ENOUGH.
SET INTERNAL VARIABLE
EQUAL TO NUMBER OF
DATA POINTS IN
HISTOGRAM.
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L.............. ------------- ----------------..--------- . SLAVlU2U
L DARYL D. PAUL, HR. SLAVUUOu
L TLLLODNE UHOWN ENGINEERING SLAVUU4U
C JANUAHY 28i1972 SLAVUU5U
L SLAVUUbU
L SLAVU07U
C PRUGHAM T0 ULtTRMINE ThE NUMbEK OF STAGEb5 HEQU1HED TU COMPLETE SLAVUU8U
C ALL MISSIONS IN THE PROGRAM LIFE;. HE NUMBER OF STAGbS REQUIHED SLAVUU9U
C VARIES ACCUHRING TU IHE LSIIMA1EU LOSS RATE PER FLIGnl AND MAXIMUMSLAVU1UU
C FLIGHTS A SlAGt MAY PEFUORM. THIS PRUGkAM MAY BE UStE 10 CALCULATESLAVUl11
C 1HE REGUiRtU SlAIIbSTCS FOH ANY ELEMENT OF HARUWARE ,h1CH 1S UStU SLAVU12U







L VAHIABLE IDENlIFICATION SLAVU2UU
L SLAVU21U
L AHUST= AVtHAGE NUMBLR OF mTAGES RLQUIHED SLAVU22U
CL SLAVU23U
L ALLFT= AVLHAGE NUMBER OF STAGES SIILL OPERATIONAL SLAVU24U
C AT THE END OF EACA PHOGRAM SIMULATION SLAVU2bU
C SLAVU2bU
C ALIFE= AVEHAGL bTAGL LIFE SLAVU27U
C SLAVU28U
L ALIVE= AVLEAGL bTAGL LIFE ACCUMULATUH SLAVU29l
C SLAVu3Ou
L AIMAN= iEAN LUbS hAIE PERCENTAGE SLAVUJIU
L SLAVU32u
C ASINK= AVERAGE ,iUMUrR OF bTAGES LUST SLAVU3JU
L SLAVUi4U
LC WLAN= AVLHAGL iUkMLR CF STAGLS WHICH WEAK OUT ANU MRE DISCARDEO SLAVUSbU
C SLAVU3bu
c bOUST= FLuAII14G PlilvT REPHEbENIATLON 0F NUMbEH OF SIAES rHEUIHEDSLAVUS7U
L SLAVU58U
C CELL=: CELL WDUIH FQR TUTAL NUMbER UF STAbES REUUIHCL HISTOGRAM SLAVU39U
C SLAVU4UU
C CELL1I CELL IDUIH 1Ii AVERAGe STAGE LIFE HISlObRAM SLAVU41u
L SLAVU42U
C CELL2= CELL WIlIH FuR WUHRI yUT STAGE hISTUGkAM SLAVU4,U
C SLAVU446
C CELL3= LELL %IUlH FUR LOUS bTAGE HISTORHAM bLAVU4bU
SbLAVU4tb
L FLiTE= IHL NUMBLR Ot- FLIGHTS A STAGE MADE BEFOHE bEzI':b LOST SLAVU47U
C SLAVU%4U
L INiT= iNuICAIUtO 10 THE TUTAL HRCGUIkE HISTOUGAM SbUohUTINE SLAVU49u
L 10 INIIlALiZL ITSELF SLAVUbUU
C L SLAVUbIU
C iNIT2= INuICY FuR IIIllIALIZATION UF TUIAL HtQUIEDU SLAVU52U
L ITAbcS HISIObRAH SLAVUbjU
C SLAVUb4U
C iHANO= UStU TO HE'IAIN THE INIlIAL RANDUU NUNBLH SEE- SLAVUbbU
C FOR SUbSEGUELIT PHIiNTUUT SLAVUbS6t
SLAVUb7U
1iX= HANUUM NUMUEbE EfNExAlOk SEED SLAVUbbti
C SLAVUb9lU
llTbl=: NUiCAIOR 10 AVEKAbE SIAbE LIFE HISTOGRAM SUOu<OUTINE SLAVUbUU
1 1(1 1 v. T 1 i i I nI /- I ISFCi F AI AVlif1 U
C-2
C SLAVU62u
C 12NU= INULCAIOH 10 THE WORN OUT STAGE HISTOGRAM SUuOkUUTINE SLAVUb3U
c 10 INIIIALIZL ITSELF SLAVUb4U
C SLAVUbbU
C 13HD= INULCAIOH 10 THE LUSI STAGE HISTOGRAM SUBROUI1NE SLAVUb6U
C 10 INIIIALIZL 1TSELF SLAVUb7U
L SLAVUb8U
L JHUST= NUMERH OF STAGES REQUIhEU ACCOMULATOH SLAVUb9U
O SLAVU70U
L JSINK= NUMbER OF AlAGES WHICH HE LUST ACCUMULATOR SLAVU71U
C SLAVU72U
L JWLAH= NUMOLR OF STAGES WHICH WEAN OUT ANU ARE U1SCHmUED SLAVU73U
A SLAVU74U
C KKK:= INICY FUR NUMBER OF PROGRAM SIMULATIONS REQLIKEO SLAVU75U
C SLAVU7bu
C KHEAO= IHE NEAU UNII OF THE COMPUIER BEING SLAVU77U
C USLU TOu HUi IH1S PNOtRAM SLAVu7aU
L SLAVU79U
C KR1IE= IHE wHITL UNiT OF IHL COMPUTER bEING SLAVU8UU
C USEU To HUN IH1S PHOORAM SLAVU81U
C SLAVU82(U
L LC.LLL NUMbEH OF CELLS IN THE TOTAL REOUIREU STAGE nlSTOGHAM SLAVUBJU
C SLAVU84U
L LCtLI= NUMbLR OF CELLS 1N AvEHAGE SIAGE LIFE HISTOG-i4M SLAVU8bU
C SLAVU8bU
C LCLL2= INUMBER OF CELLS IN WORN OUI STAGE HISTOGRAM SLAVU87U
C SLAVUb8U
C LCtLJ= NUMbtR Or CELLS IN LUST STAGE HISTOGRAM SLAVU89U
L SLAVU9UU
C LEFT= ACCUMULATON uF S1AjES STILL AClIVE AT [HE ENu SLAVU91U
C CF A PHOURAM SIMULATION SLAVU92U
C SLAVU9jU
C LIAUO= AN AHRAY WHItH CUNJAINS TRE HISTOGRAM OF SiA.tS REWOlREO SLAVU94U
C PEh 'NzIiv PrObHAM SIMULATIONS SLAVU9bU
C SLAVUg96U
C LIAUID= AN AHRAY WHIH CUNIAINS THL HISIOGHAM OF SLAVU97U
C AVEHAGtc bTAGc LIFE SLAVU98U
L SLAVU99U
C LIAU2= AN AHRAY WhIlH CUOfIAINS 'HL wORN OUT STAGE HISTOGRAM SLAVIUOU
L SLAVIUIU
C LIADJ= AN ARHHY WhlH CONIAINS THE LOSI SlAbE HISTOiHAM SLAV/UZU
C SLAVIUjU
C SLAVLU4U
C LNIKY= IHt NUivtH O-F AIA POINTS IN THE TOTAL SLAV1UbU
c STAGL HEI;UIRLD hlSIlOHAM SLAViUbU
C SLAV10)7U
L MAALF= MAXIFUMv giUMHLR Or FLIGHTS A STAGE CAN MAKE Bc-ORE tEIN6 SLAViU8U
C ICbLSARLREL AS WUHN UUI SLAVIO9U
C SLAVi1UU
C NHUST= IUpbLcR OF STAGES RtQUIEIU PEH PROGRAM SIMULAIION SLAVlllI
C SLAVll2U
C NFLII= INUIvlibR OF FLIGHTS LACH STAuES MAKES bEFOHE B-ING SLAV113u
C LOSl OH uIbCARUEu AS WORN OUI SLAVI14u
C SLAVllbU
NMIlSS= NIUMHLR OF FLIGHTs IN ONE PHOGRAM SLAV11bU
t SLAV11Itl
C NSIM= IvUMbRH OF HROGRAM SIMULATIONS 10 BE MADE SLAV118U
L SLAV119U
C NSINK= hUtMbtR OF bTAGt.S WnI;H ARE LUST SLAV12UU
L SLAVIE1'
C NT1FL[= NUMbLH OF FLIGHTS ACCUMULAIOH USED TO CHECK rHUR ENO SLAV122U
C QF EACH HRUGnAM SIMULATIUN SLAV123u
C SLAV124u
C NTY1= IHL NUMUbER OF DAIA POINTS IN ThE AVERA6E SLAVlZbU
C bTAGE LIFE HISIOGRAM SLAV12bU
SI AVI,7U
C-3
L NTKY2= HLt NhUMER OF UAIA POINTS IN ThE WORN OUT STmbE HISTOGRAM SLAV12dU
L SLAV129U
C NT¥Y3= IHE NUMBER OF UAIA POINTS IN THE LUST STAGE hISTOGRAM SLAV13UU
L SLAV131U
L NWLAH= NUMBER OF STAGES WHICH ARE WORN OUT ANU OISCAHUEU SLAV12u
C SLAV133U
L PEHUS= AN AHRAY WHILH CUrIAINS THE CUMULATIVE PROBAciLITY SLAV1i4U
C FUNCIION OF STAGES REQUIREU SLAV1Ijb(
L SLAV13bU
C PELUI= AN AHRAY WHICH CUNIAINS THE CUMULATIVE PROBAlILITY SLAV1.7U
L FUiNC[IuN OF AVEHAGL bTAGE LIFE SLAV138U
SLAV139U
C PEUD2= AN AHRAY WHICH CONIAiNS THE CUMULATIVE PHOBAuILITY SLAV14UU
C FUNCIION OF vORN OUT STAGES SLAV141U
C SLAV142U
L PEHUJ= AN ARRAY WHICH CUNIAINS THE CUMULATIVE PROBAuILITY SLAV14JU
C FUNCTION OF LOST STAGES SLAV144U
C SLAVI14bU
C PLUSS= LOSS RATE(PEKCLN') SLAV14bU
L SLAV147U
C SLAV148U
C PRUGRAM= A IERM USeD ON COMMENT CARDS ONLY. TRIS TERRim REPRESENTS SLAV149(
L A COMPLEIE PhOGRAM LIFE OF NMISS FLIGATS SLAV1SUU
C SLAV151u
C SIM:= LOATING POllIT EUOUVALENr OF NSIM SLAV152U
C SLAV153U
L STUUV= STANUARD DEVIATION FhOM THE MEAN LOSS RATE SLAV1s4U
C SLAV15bU
L TLUST= NUMBER OF STAGES LOST PER PROGRAM SIMULATION SLAV1SbU
C SLAVlb7U
L UP= CPPEH LlIVIl uF CELLS IN THE IOIAL STAGES SLAV158U
GC EuUIRED HISIOGHAM SLAV159U
C SLAV16OU
L UPI= UPFEH LIMII uF CELLS IN AVERAGE STAGE LIFE HS10OGRAM SLAV1bIU
L SLAV1bZU
L UPa= PHPE1 LIRII uF CELLS IN wORN OUT SIAGE HISTUm'hAM SLAVlb63
C SLAV1b4U
C UP= UCPFER LIIVII OF CELLS IN LOST STAGE HISTOGHAM SLAV165u
C SLAV16bbJ
C UHANO= THE NAivE OF A FUICIIUN USEU TO CALCULAIE A UI1FORM RANUOM SLAV1b7U
C iUMeHLR IN IHL HANGE U TO 1 SLAV168U
C SLAV169U
C wEAR= IHL NUVBLR OF WOkN OuT SirAbEb PER PRUGHAM SIMULATION SLAVI70U
C SLAV171U
L ALUW: IHE LOWEH LIMIT OF CLLL VALUE IN THE TOTAL SLAV172U
C STAGES HLRQUIEU HISTUGHAM bLAV17jU
L SLAV174u
L XLUW1= LOWEL LIIVII uF CELLS IN AVHERAGE STAGE LIFE HisTOGRAM SLAV175u
SLAV17bU
L XLUW2= LOWEH LIMll uF CELLS IN THE wORN OUT STAGE FilSIOGRAM SLAV177u
C SLAV178U
C XLUW3= LOWER LIMII OF CELLS IN THE LOST STAGE HIS1UohAM SLAV179U
L SLAV18UU
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C INITIAL1ZE UPPLR AND LOWER LIM1TS ANU CELL WIDTH FOK SLAV2U00U







L INITIALIZE UFPtR AIND LOWER LIMITS ANU CELL WIDTH FOH SLAV2U8U







C INTlIALIZE UPPER AINU LOWER LIMITS ANU CELL WIDTH FOH SLAV21bU







L........ C… . .............. 6...----------------- . --------------- .SLAVa24U
c HELYCLE ro IhIb POINI SLAV22bU





INPUT THE HAIODUM NUMbEH SEcDLLUSS NA1E (PEkCENi)tMNAXiNUM SLAV231U
c tUOUSTEH LIFE AIND NUMuER UF FLIbHTS IN ONE PRUGHAM SLAV.32U
NEAU (KREAUI*8U) IAe* LUSSoMAALF*NSIMNMhISS bLAV23Ju
L SLAV234U
SLAViZ35U
U CONVEH1 PENCENI LOSS RATL INPUT TO DECIMAL VALUE SLAV23bU




L IF ThE HANUOM NUBLEH SEEU INPUT IS ZLHU OR NEGATIVE SLAVZ41U
C IHtHE AHL NO MnUHE CAE SltUILS SLAV242U
























L INITIALIZE hlSlOGRAM CELLS SLAV26bU




LIAD3 ( INIT)= SLAV271U
Jb CONTINUE SLAVk72U
uO 40 INIT2=lOU6,2U0b SLAV273U
LIAUl(iNiTT)=O SLAV274u
4u CONTINUE SLAVZ7bU






C RECYCLE TO IHIS POINI FOH LtACH NEW PHOGRHAM SIMULATIOi SLAVZ82U
-------------------------------------------------------------- --- SLAV U
C SLAVZ84u















































C HAS THE COIMPLEIE PHObRAM OF 'NMISS' FLIGHTS BEEN COMrLETED SLAV331U
IF(NfFLT-NM1SS)5Ui2Up12U SLAV332U
C .L---------.--------------.- - 5LAV333U
L 5LAVJ34u
C SLAV33SU
C .-----... ...--- ....-- ------ SLAV33bU
C THIS PATH kEPRESLNIS A SIAGE NOT SINKING SLAV337U
8U CONTINUE SLAV338U
C HAS THIS SIAGE COMPLLTLD MAXIMUM FLIGHT LIFE SLAV339U
IF(NFLIT-MAXLF) 90,1ZilIO SLAV34OU
C NO THIS STAGE hAS NOI COMPLEIEU MAXIMUM FLIGHT LIFE SLAV341U
9U CONTINUE SLAV342u




60 TO 120 SLAV347u










C THIS PAIn HEHRLStNIS THE CUMPLEI'ION OF THE COMPLETE 'IMISS' SLAV358u
C FLIGH1 PRObHAM SLAV359U
L CALCULATE AVERAGL STAGE LIFE SLAV3bUU
C ANU INCHEMENt IQIAL NUMLRH OF SLAV31bU
C STAGES REQUIHEUPSTAGcS WURN UUIeSTAGLS LOSI SLAV362U
12U COONlINUt SLAV6JbU
0OUST=NBUS1 SLAV364U








L CALL HISlObNAM SUBHOuTINL 10 ACCUMULATE CELL DATA FU"' SLAV373U
C SLAV374U
C TOIAL NUVHLH OF STAGCS HLQUINED R ISTUGkAAM SLAVj7bU
C AVEEHAGE STGE LIFE HiSTlOGHAM SLAV37bU
C wOHN OUT STAbE HISf[ORAF SLAV377U





CALL HiSIO(UP3,XLOW3,CELL3 I3HDTLUSI,LIAD63LCEL3 iNT,'1S) SLAV383U
C SLAV384U
13U COINTINUE SLAV385U







L THIS PATh NEPRLSENIS THE COMPLETION OF 'NS1M' PRUOGRA, SIMULATIONS SLAV392U
C FINAL STATISIICS FUH THE INPUT PARAMETERS ARE CALCULAIED AND SLAV393U
L OUIPUT FHOM IHIS SECIION SLAVj94U
L SLAV69bu
C SLAV39bU
L CALL CUMULATIVL PRU8ABILITY FUNCTION SUBROUTINE SLAV397U
C SLAV398U
C FOH TOTAL S'IAGES RLQUIHEU HISTOGRAM SLAV399U
C FOH AVLRAGL STAGE LIFE HISIO0RAM SLAV40OU
L wOHN OUT SIAOE HiSTObRAM SLAV401 U















F (MAXLF-NMISS)1bOp140q 140 SLAV417U
14U CONTIrNUE SLAV418U
WR1iE(KHiTLE15U) SLAV419U
15U FOHMAT(' MAXIMUM S[IAE LIFLTiMEL'2bXv*INFINI1E') SLAV420U


























wRiTE (KtIIEt2b0) M11SS SLAV44bU
CALL WHIST(XLOwPUP,LLELL;PLRUStCELLWtLAlAODLNTRYiKNIIt) SLAV447U
wRITE(KNITtP27U) SLAV448U











L HECYCLE 10 BLGININ UOF PRORAM AND SLE IF ANOTHER SLAV4bbU
C PARAWETRIC SIUUY IS 10 8L PEiFORMEU SLAV4bYU
6O T0 10 SLAV4bUU





C---------…------------------ -- - ---------------- SLAV4b6U
L . INPUT/OUTPUT FORMATS SLAV467u
C SLAV4bbU
i8U FOHMAT(Ii0#FIO.Od 311u) SLAV469U
19u FOKMAT(1H1) SLAV47UU
4OU FOHMAI(' AVEHAbE NUMbEH OF S(AGES HEWUIHED'V13XFlU.0) SLAV471U
21U FOHMAT(' AVEHRAE SIAbE LIF'P228X.FIU.5) SLAV472u
a2U FOHMAT(' AVERHAGE NUMbER OF SIAGES WHICh wEAR OUTt,7X'I10.5) SLAV47jU
23U FORMAT(t AVLRAGE NUMUER OF SIAGES wHICH ARE LOSTp7X't-105) SLAV474U
24U FOHMAT(' MAXIMUM SIAsE LIFTlIME'l3UXI4) SLAV47bU
b5U FOHMAT(' RANUOW NUMBLR SLEU ',27XllU) SLAV47bU
26u FOHMAT(/' hlISIOGRAM OF 10WAL NUMBER OF STAGES REQOUIln PEH'I5e' SLAV477U
1FLIGHT PkOKRAM') SLAV478U
e7u FOHMAT(//t HISIObRAM OF AVLRAGE STAGE LIFE') SLAV479u
a8u FOHMAT(//' HISIOGRAM OF wOHN OUT SIAGES') SLAV48UU
29U FOHMAT(//' HISIOGRAM OF LOST S1AbES') SLAV481U
3UU FOHMAT(' AvEHAbE NUMdER OF SrAGES wHICh ARE STILL'/' UPERAIIONAL ASLAV482U
IT IHE LEN uF THE FLIkHI' HRUGHAM'E2AFIU.5) SLAV483j
31U FORMAI(' LOSS HATE (ERCLENl)te7X,FIUL.) SLAV484U
J2u FOHMAT(' NUMuEH OF FLIGHTS IN 1 COMPLE1E PHOGRAM'.7XI1OT SLAV48bU








I.FURPIS hIS1OhIS1U . .






C DARYL D. PAUL Jk. HIS-IUUbU
C TLLtDYNL tROWN LNGINELRING HISIUubU
L JANUANRY 1971 HISIUU7U




C THIS SUBHOUTINt IS UbEU O1 ESTABLISH A HISTObRAM OF INUIVIUUAL HIST012U
C UAIA POINTS. SUBRUUIINES wHiCH SHUULD BE USED IN CO-UUNCTION HISIU13U
C wIIH THIS SUbRUUIINE AKE CUMULATIVE PROBABILlTY (CUMrh) ANU hlSIlu4U





















NUMdEh QF POINTS OF VAR WHICH FALL IN CLLL 1. HISIU27U
IAUU MUST Bt. UIMENSIONEU 1N THE MAINLINL WITH A VALUEHISIU28U
Al LEASI EGUAL 10 THE FuLLOwING EQUATIU. HIS1029U
NUMBER uF CtLLS=((UPLIM-LUWLM)/CELLW)+2-. HISIU3UU
HISI U1U
ALL VALUES FOR VAR WHICH FALL BELOW LOWL-. HISIUS2U
HISIUS6U
ALL VALUES UF VAR WHICH FALL ABOVE UPLI1.! HISIUj4U
HISI035u
NLEUEU FOR INITIALIZAIIUN. THIS IERM M-b1' BE SET 10 HISTU3bU
ZLRO IN THE MAINLINE INITIALILAIION. hlSIU37U
HISIU3eU
ThE NUMdEK OF POINTS IN ThE HISTObRAM. HlSIU39U
HISIU4UU
TOTAL NUMBER UF CELLS GLNLRATED HY THIS SUBROUTINE HISIU41U
HISIU42U
UHPtR LiMiT OF HISTOGRAM HISIU4JU
hlSIU44U
VARIAbLL FCOR HICH HI'ITGRAM IS TO BE OlIAINEO. HISIU4SU
HISIU46U









L INITIALIZE IhE SUBROuTINE IF IlST IS EUUAL TO LERO HISIU5Zb
IF (1IST) LUe1UpjO HISIUS7U
L HISIU58U
lU LOININUE HISIUb9U
C CALCULATE lUUMHtH OF CELLb HISIUbUU
NCtLL=((UPLlM-ALUWL)/CELLW)+?.U HIS10blU
c HISIUb2u





















IN iHY K=U HISlOb4U
I 5HISIUbbSU
C INITIALIZE CONTEINTS UF EACH CELL HISIUbbU




c SEF 11ST TO iNUICATE INITIALIZATION COMPLETE HISIU71U
115T=lU HISU072U

















L lNIIIALiLE A VALUE TU TEST WHICH CELL VAH iS IN. HISIO91U





L IHL FOLLOWINb u0 LuOP UETERMINES WHICH CELL IAL VAHIr4tLE IS IN. HISIU97U
N=NCELL-I HISIU980
UO b60 11=h HISIU99U
IF (VAH-IEST) 40,4UebO HISIl1UU




C 1HL vAHIABLE IS NOI IN CLLL I HISllObU









L IF THE VARIAULL 1S liN NONE OF 1HE ABOVE CELLS 1T IS HIS1114U











SUBROUTIINE CUMHF (INIRYIAUDiNCELLtPERLDS) CUMPOUUU
L CUMPUU11U
C ----------------------------_____-_.--- .------------. CUMF'UU2U
C CUMPU06U
C TELDYMNE BROWN ENGINEERIN( CUMPU0OU
C FREU J. GHIGLIERI CUMPUU5U
C UARYL D. PAUL JR. CUMPUU6U
t APRILi 1971 CUMPUU7U
Lt MARCHi 1972 (KEV.A) CUMPOOUu
L CUMPUU9U
Ci~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~CUMOH1UU
C SUBROUTINt lO CALCULAIE PKOdAdILITY FOR CUMMULATIVE CUMPULlU
C PKOBAdlLI[Y FUNCTION. 'lHIS SUBROUIINiE Is USED IN CONJUN-IIO N WITH CUMPU12U







L ABU(I) - COi4VtH1 INIEELK 1AUD(I) TO REAL NUMBER CUMPU2UU
L CUMHU21U
C ENTHY - CONVEKT INTEGLR INTHY TU REAL NUMBER CUMPU22U
C CUMPU261U
t IAUU(I) - NuMbER uF PO1iNTS UF VARIABLE WHICH FALL IN CE-L I CUMPU24U
C CUMHU2bU
L INTRY - NUMdEN OF PUINTb IN HiSIObHAM CUMPU2bU
L CUMPU27U
C NCELL - TOTAL NUMbEK OF CELLS IN HISTOGRAM CUMPU28U
L LCUMHO29U
*C PLHUS - PLRCtN[ O- CUMMuLATIVL PRUOHAHILTY FUNCTION TO -LLL I CUMPU3UU
C CUMP U iU





C N0TE - AUU(I) MUS1 BE UiMENSIUNtD IN IHIS SUBROUTINE CLUMPU37U
t NUTE - IAUL(I) KUb'r Bt uIMENSiONEU IN MAINLINE CUMPU38U








C CHECK 10 SEE IF UIMtEiSION FI-OH HE CUMU4'7U






2U FOKMAT(1Xi;U('*'),' IHE UIIVEINS10N OF AUU IN SUbROUItI, CUMPF CUMPUb4U
IMUSI BEt NCHEASEt bY AT LEAS1'/21X XI4,' TO ACCOMOUAIL IHE NUMBER CUMPUbbU






C ILUA HI T  NUVHELH OF UATA PUINTS IN THE HISTObRAM CUMPUb2U






C FLUAT LAUH POINT IN IHt AIOTU6RAM ARHAE




° E$SIAHLIS CUMULAIlE PRObAalLIlY OF TRL FIS1 CELL






L----------- -------- - ------
L
L------------------ --------
C CALCULATE IHL CUMULAIIVE PHOdAbILIIT OF THE UTHER CELLS
UO 5U = ipNCtLLL
TEMP = TEMP + AVU(JI














































L TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINERINbG WHISUU4U
C DARYL D. PAUL JH. WHISOUbU
C FLBHUARHY 1Y7e WH15UObU
L WH1b007u
WHISOUbU
C HISTOGRAN(HISTU) A1iU CUMMULATIVE PRObAblLIlY (CUMPF) thUST WHSlbO9U
C bE USEO iN CONJUNCIIUN WITH [H1S SUBHOUTINE WHISU1UU
C THIS SUBROUTINE wRITLS THE INFORMATION OBTAINED BY HS10O WHISUlIU
C ANU CUMPF IN A FORM WHICH CONTAINS ONLY THE VALUES BLIWEEN THE WHISU12U
t FIHST NON-tLHO CUMMULATIVE PHOUABILITY AND THE FIRST LUMMULATIVE WH1SU13U




L---.-------- .------------------ A---------------'------.....------------ WHISU1IU
C DtFINITIONS WHiSU19U
L WH1SU2OU
C CELLw= *IU1H OF EACH CELL. LSTABLISHEU OUlSIDE OF TIlL SUBHOUTINE WHISU21U
WHIbSU22U
* dJ= UStU TO UEIEKMINL NUMBER OF LOWEST NONLEHO CCLL. WHISU25U
L WHISU24U
L KCLL= NUNIULH OF CELL IMMLDAT1ELY AbOVE THE FIRST CLLL WHISU25U
C iIlh A CUMMULATIVE PHOBAdILIlY OF ONE WHISU2bU
C WHISU27U
' KK= USED TO OEIEhMINt NUMBER OF iRE FIRS1 CELL WHISU28U
C vIIIH A CUMMULATIVE PHObABILITY OF ONE WHISU29U
L WHISU3UU
L LCELL= NUMbER OF CELLS IN HISlOGRAM. WHISU31U
C WHISU32U
L LIAUO= FRLEUENCY OF VAR IN CELL WHISUJ3U
C WH1SU34U
C LNIHY THE NUMBLR Ut LUATA POINTS IN THE HIS1O6HAM WHISO35U
C WHISU 6bU
C LOwLM= NUbtER OF CELL IMMLDOATELY BELOW THE FIRST WHISU37U
L NONZtLR CELL IN IHc hISTUGHAM WHISU38U
C WHIbU39U
L N= INu1CY FUR WnIIING HISTOGRAM WH1SU40U
c ~WHISU4lU
C PEHUS= PEHCENI OF CUMMULAIIVE PRObAtILITY FUNCTION I, CELL wHISU42U
C WHISU4jU
C 1UP= VALUE OF CtLL 1MMEUIATELY ABOVE THE FIRS1 CE-L WHISU44U
C wIth A CUMMULATIVE PkObAdILIIY OF ONE hHISU45U
L WHISU4bU
C TXLOw= CELL VALUE INDICATUR. WHiSU47U
C WHIbU48U
C UP= UPPHE LIMII UF CLLL VALUES FUR HISlObRAM WHISU49U
C WHlSUbOU






UIMENSlON PLEDS(I), LIAUDI1) WHISU57U
t ------------- ---------------- WHlbUb8u
C WH15U59U
C WHlbUbUU
t----- ------- HU-------------- WHlSUblU
C WRITE NURBEH OF uAfA POINTS IN HISfObRAM AND THE CELL WIDTH WHISUb2U






















TO ONE CELL WIUTH LESS TRAN LOWER LIMII'
A FREGUENCY GREATER THAN ZEM"
L-------------- ;--_-------_--


































wRHITE THE NUMBLR OF UA'IA POINiTS ABOVL AND bELOW THEL t-PER












































































C wRITE HLt hlSTUGHAM WHIS13IU








13U FOHMAT(' NUMnEH OF DATA HOINIS IN HlSTOGRAM',Ib) WHIS142U
14U FOHMA1(' NUMbEH UF DUTA POINIS EQUAL TO oR BELUWf'F8. ,'±tfI3) WHIS143U
15U FOHMAT(1XFlU.Ji5XtIbbXiFO0.3) WH15144U
16U FOHMAT(' CLLL vIuTH =tiF7/.) WHIS145U












c THL VALUE 1S(2 TQ 1HL J5 PUW.R)+I UHANUUOt
IF(NH) lUlUP20 UHANUU3U
1U NH=NH+34J59738J67 UHANUU4U
2U HN=NH UHANUUb5
URANUO=N/34J9 7JL4.EE UHANUUbL
HEIUHN UHANU07U
LNU UHANUUbU
C-17
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